The Career Counseling Journey:
There’s a whole wide world, way out there,
And so many options we’d like to share.
A hope and a dream for the future is near
A career counselor can help you if things seem unclear.

Build self-efficacy through positive affirmations.
Discover a career journey can have many stations.
What kind of work would you like to do?
What kind of role would be right for you?

Would you like to share knowledge and help others grow, as a Teacher
Or provide guidance and explore faith as a Preacher.
Maybe you have yet to discover
Deep down you’re a science lover.

Are you interested in a career with prestige?
Such as an Engineer, Doctor or lawyer,
Or maybe join the military to work on a Navy Destroyer.
You could heal sick animals as a Veterinarian,
Or practice altruism as a Humanitarian.

Do you like working with data and numbers?
You can create formulas as a Mathematician
Or analyze information as a Statistician.
Maybe work as an athletic recruiter,
Or generate reports on a computer.

If you prefer being outdoors;
You could lead hiking and nature tours,
There’s also the option of being a Park Ranger,
Where you keep visitors and animals out of danger.

Maybe you’re thinking less about a job,
And more about the problem you’d like to solve.
If there’s an issue you’d like to improve,
We want to help you plan your next move.

It might sound a little sappy,
But maybe your passion is to make others happy.
You could be a chef and spread joy through food
Or be a musician to put others in a better mood.

Maybe your passion is to be creative:
You might dream of performing on stage
Or displaying your art through pen on page.
You could make people laugh like a goober
Or present other talents as a Professional youtuber

You could be a professor to train future leaders,
Or study animal science and work with animal feeders.
There’s an option to be a computer technician,
Or improve our community on the county commission.

Maybe you’ve always wanted to work with kids,
Or as a broker to negotiate bids.
Whatever you’d like to learn,
A counselor can help you discern.

Whatever you want to do,
Know there are people here for you.
Your skills and talents we want to help you uncover,
And your career aspirations we can help you discover.

Our culture ensures certain messages are sent,
And we’re impacted by our environment.
With some things we naturally have more choices,
And with others we learn to use our voices.

Whatever your goal, we’re glad you’re here,
And it’s okay if part of your future is unclear.
A skill or a talent we want to help you discover,
And for some, a forgotten dream to recover.

Come tell us your career story,
If you’re unsure, there’s no need to worry.
Some things occur by chance,
Just ask our friend Krumboltz who calls it Happenstance.

It’s imperative
that you share your narrative
Tell us what you like to do,
We want to help find the right career for you.

We look forward to the story to come
Tell us your experience and the life you come from.
The one thing you need to know and declare:
You’re not alone, a counselor will help you prepare.
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